HOW RED HAT
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MODERNISE YOUR SAP LANDSCAPE WITH
ADVENT ONE & RED HAT
Organisations are realising that to speed up the path to digital leadership, you must modernise your
environment. Digital transformation can help IT organisations become more valuable to their customers. With
IT environments becoming increasingly more complex, and IT security and scalability becoming top priorities,
Advent One believes that automation is the most crucial piece of the puzzle.

Advent One has extensive experience in migrating data-intensive workloads to ensure rapid delivery and
implementation, reduced projects costs and most importantly, delivering a stable and consistent operating
environment for business-critical applications across public, private and hybrid cloud.
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THE POWER OF AUTOMATION
Complexity hinders productivity by increasing manual effort and resource allocation. But when you
automate, you accelerate. Automation is an essential and strategic component of modernisation and
digital transformation. Modern, dynamic environments need a new type of management solution that
can improve speed, scale and stability across the entire enterprise IT environment while increasing
employee satisfaction.

With automation you can significantly reduce effort, cost, and errors while ensuring your migration is
secure and compliant. With environments becoming more complex, automation provides confidence,
assurance and security that your systems are working together in an efficient and secure way. No
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matter the complexity of your environment, or where you are on your modernisation journey, an IT
operations automation strategy will help you to improve existing processes.

Advent One is very passionate about automation and partner with industry-leading organisations, like
Red Hat, to deliver automated solutions to our clients. When strategising outcomes for our customers,
we always look to incorporate automation to accelerate the implementation process, reduce costs
and increase performance and scalability.

WHAT IS ANSIBLE?
Ansible is an open-source platform used to automate repetitive IT tasks such as configuration
management, application deployment, intra-service orchestration and provisioning. Ansible simplifies
complex tasks, delivering consistent outcomes, reducing downtime and freeing up resources to focus
on efforts that can add more value to an organisation. Put simply, Ansible gives you the ability to
automate your entire IT landscape in a single tool, increasing efficiency and downtime.

FOR A LIMITED TIME, ADVENT ONE ARE OFFERING A COMPLIMENTARY ONEON-ONE 30 MINUTE DEMONSTRATION, HIGHLIGHTING HOW ADVENT ONE
EXPERTISE AND RED HAT TECHNOLOGY CAN EASE YOUR HANA MIGRATION
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MODERNISE YOUR MIGRATION WITH
ANSIBLE

BENEFITS OF ANSIBLE FOR
SAP:

Migrating to SAP HANA presents an opportunity to realign your SAP
environment with your overall digital transformation strategy. By modernising
your SAP environment, you can gain faster data access for users and
applications, more accurate insight via machine learning models, and
increased agility to better support digital business demands.
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instance including best

Ansible technology ensures your migration to SAP HANA progresses quickly
and smoothly with the peace of mind that the pre-requisites and configuration

practices and tuning within

settings are going to be applied correctly each and every time. Additional

less than 15 min.

features such as security and backup can also be configured in line with the
documented best practices from SAP. Post migration automation helps you

Avoid configuration drifts

keep your systems in line with the SAP recommendations delivering consistent

between staging /

and reliable platforms to support your business-critical workloads.
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WHAT IS DRIVING ORGANISATIONS
TO SAP HANA?

Fast, controlled and
reproducible roll out of

SAP HANA migration is the process of moving from the current database SAP

changes into production

ECC or R3 database, to in-memory SAP HANA.

For those organisations who are already running their SAP Applications on

Integration with existing

HANA v1, the clock is ticking! To continue receiving SAP support organisations

management tools

must migrate their underlying databases to SAP HANA V2 (2021) and their
existing SAP applications to SAP S/4HANA by 2027.

Provide Bare-Metal-as-aIf you are running SAP and looking to move to HANA or migrate to S/4HANA,

Service

Advent One can help! We have extensive experience in moving data-intensive
workloads and leveraging automation to deliver a solution that is fast,
affordable and secure. We would love the opportunity to transform and
modernise your IT environment so your organisation can meet the expectations
of tomorrow.
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